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Modulating the structure and function of tubulin and microtubules is an important route to
anticancer therapeutics, and therefore, small molecules that bind to tubulin and cause mitotic
arrest are of immense interest. A large number of synthetic and natural compounds with diverse
structures have been shown to bind at the colchicine site, one of the major binding sites on
tubulin, and inhibit tubulin assembly. Using the recently determined X-ray structure of the
tubulin:colchicinoid complex as the template, we employed docking studies to determine the
binding modes of a set of structurally diverse colchicine site inhibitors. These binding models
were subsequently used to construct a comprehensive, structure-based pharmacophore that
in combination with molecular dynamics simulations confirms and extends our understanding
of binding interactions at the colchicine site.

Introduction
Microtubules are involved in a wide range of cellular

functions and are critical to the life cycle of the cell.
Composed of linear rows of alternating R- and â-tubulin,
microtubules are highly dynamic and rapidly assemble
and disassemble to meet the cell’s needs.1,2 Since
inhibition of tubulin polymerization or blockage of
microtubule disassembly increases the number of cells
in metaphase arrest, microtubules are attractive mo-
lecular targets for anticancer therapeutics. Small mol-
ecules have been shown to bind at three major binding
sites on tubulin: the vinca, taxane, and colchicine
sites.3,4 While drugs that act on the vinca and taxane
sites have well-established roles in the treatment of
human cancers, the therapeutic potential of the colchi-
cine site in cancer treatment has yet to be realized.

Colchicine was extracted from the poisonous meadow
saffron Colchicum autumnale L. and was the first
tubulin destabilizing agent to be discovered. Experi-
mental data showed that colchicine binds to â-tubulin
at its interface with R-tubulin,5 resulting in inhibition
of tubulin polymerization. This binding mode was
recently confirmed by the determination of a 3.58 Å
X-ray structure of Râ-tubulin complexed with N-deacetyl-
N-(2-mercaptoacetyl)colchicine (DAMA-colchicine), which
is a close structural analogue of colchicine6 (PDB code
1SA0). In the same paper, Ravelli et al. also reported

the 4.20 Å X-ray structure of the Râ-tubulin:podophyl-
lotoxin complex6 (PDB code 1SA1), showing that podo-
phyllotoxin also binds at the colchicine site and with a
similar orientation as DAMA-colchicine.

While colchicine has played a central role in elucidat-
ing the physical properties and biological functions of
tubulin and microtubules, its high toxicity has limited
its therapeutic application.7 Although colchicine site
agents share a general toxicity, the promise to discover
therapeutically useful analogues has fueled continued
research. Over the years, a large number of natural and
synthetic small molecules have been identified as
colchicine site inhibitors (CSIs). While the enormous
molecular diversity evident among the CSIs is of benefit
to drug design, since a wide variety of molecular
scaffolds are available for optimization, this diversity
presents a significant challenge to determining the
essential structural features for activity. At present, a
common pharmacophore for CSIs has not been deter-
mined.

In this paper, we employed docking studies and
molecular dynamics simulations to construct binding
models for a set of structurally diverse CSIs, using the
Râ-tubulin:DAMA-colchicine X-ray structure as the
template. Examination of the binding models revealed
a common pharmacophore not only for the CSIs in our
set, but potentially, also for CSIs as a whole. Addition-
ally, analyses of the docking trajectories of the ligands
as they entered the colchicine site revealed critical intra-
and intermolecular interactions that may affect their
inhibitory properties.

Experimental Section

General. The Biopolymer, Discover and InsightII (Accelrys,
San Diego, CA) programs were used to build and visualize the
models. All simulations were performed using the CFF91 force-
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field with the nonbonded interaction limited to 13 Å and a
distance-dependent dielectric constant. As implemented in
Insight II, the HINT program (eduSoft, Richmond, VA) was
used to evaluate the hydropathic quality of the protein-ligand
interactions. HINT provides intuitively reasonable atom-atom
interaction models and was employed using an exp (-1r)
distance dependence for hydropathic constants on atom pair
interactions. The distance function was set to 50% hydropathic
and 50% steric, where the steric term was a Lennard-Jones
6-9 function that is compatible with the CFF91 force-field.
Lone pairs for basic atoms were vector focused by a factor of
10. HINT generates profiles consisting of a summation of the
hydropathic interactions between all atom pairs in a molecule
in a given molecular geometry. Hydropathic interactions are
divided into six main classes. The “favorable” classes consist
of hydrogen bonds, acid/base, and hydrophobic interactions,
while acid/acid, base/base, and hydrophobic/polar interactions
are the “unfavorable” categories. Each potential type from the
CVFF database has a corresponding hydrophobic constant ai

derived from the hydrophobic fragment constant approach of
Hansch and Leo.8,9 This methodology reduces the empirical
information from bulk molecular solvent partitioning to dis-
crete atom-atom interactions. The hydropathic interaction
value for an atom pair bij is a function of the hydrophobic
constants for each atom, the distance between each of the
atoms and the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the
two atoms:

The distance function in the form Rij ) e-r has been reported
to give a good fit to the published Leo polar proximity factors.9
The SASA for atoms, si, is taken from literature values for
proteins.10 The interaction values, bij, for each atom pair are
summed in one of the six aforementioned categories. Atom
pairs within an amino acid residue, atoms that were bonded
to each other, and atoms that were involved in 1-3 interac-
tions were not included in the summation. A van der Waals
component is also computed for each atom pair using published
Lennard-Jones parameters. This penalizes atom-atom in-
teractions which are too close in a manner independent from
the hydropathic interaction.

Structure Preparation. The X-ray structure of the Râ-
tubulin:DAMA-colchicine complex was used in this study. To
begin, the stathmin-like domain and subunits C and D were
removed. GDP, GTP, and DAMA-colchicine were fixed in
Cartesian space. Hydrogen atoms were added and energy
refined. Subsequently, a tethering force of 2000 kcal/mol Å2

was applied to the heavy atoms of Râ-tubulin. Multiple cycles
of minimization were performed with the tethering force on
the side chain heavy atoms stepped off by a factor of 0.30 after
each cycle until all external force was removed. The energy
minimization involved up to 5000 steps of Fletcher-Powell
optimization until the norm of the gradient was < 1.0 kcal/
mol Å2. Since the backbone heavy atoms were held in place
by a strong tether, the refined model and the X-ray structure
have the same secondary structures. A subset consisting of
DAMA-colchicine, GTP, and residues from both R- and â-tu-
bulin within 15 Å of the center of the colchicine site was
created. To improve computational efficiency, this subset
rather than the full Râ-tubulin model was used in this study.

The structure of colchicine 1 was derived from the X-ray
structure of DAMA-colchicine, and podophyllotoxin 2 was
obtained from its X-ray structure in complex with Râ-tubulin.6
The structures of other small molecules were either obtained
from the Cambridge Structural Database or were generated
in the Biopolymer module of InsightII. If the configuration was
not known, all stereoisomers were generated and studied. The
ligands were energy minimized in the CFF91 force-field using
the VA09A algorithm with a convergence criterion of 1.0 ×
10-3 kcal/mol. At this stage, the ligands were at their local
minima, which may not be their bioactive conformations.

Modeling the Bioactive Conformations. The bioactive
conformations of 1 and 2 were delineated from the X-ray

structures of DAMA-colchicine and podophyllotoxin in complex
with Râ-tubulin.6 The bioactive conformations of compounds
3-15 were determined in two stages.

In the first stage, the energy-minimized structures of 1-15
were aligned in a common orientation, using the structures of
1 and 2 as templates. This stage is ligand-based. Given that
the trimethoxyphenyl (TMP) moieties of 1 and 2 occupy similar
chemical space in the colchicine site, it is reasonable that the
TMP moiety where it occurs would anchor the superimposition
of 3-15. However, a significant number of CSIs do not have
the TMP moiety. Accordingly, two general approaches were
employed to align 1-15. The first approach involved ligands
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, and 14, which have the TMP group (TMP-
ligands), and the second involves compounds 9, 10, 11, 12, and
15, which do not have the TMP moiety (non-TMP-ligands). For
the first approach, the TMP moieties of the TMP-ligands were
superimposed onto that of 1. With the centroids of the TMP
moieties for 1 and the TMP-ligands tethered in Cartesian
space, conformational sampling was employed to fit the
remaining portion of each TMP-ligand to 1, specifically to the
hydrogen bond acceptor represented by the carbonyl group of
the tropone ring, to the aromatic center represented by the
tropone group and to the hydrophobic center represented by
the methoxy group. In the second approach with compounds
9, 10, 11, 12, and 15, non-TMP-ligands were segmented into
regions and logP values were calculated. Regions of each ligand
with logP values comparable to that of the TMP moiety were
assumed to be its likely bioisostere. The centroids of the TMP
moiety and the TMP-bioisostere were superimposed. As previ-
ously described, conformational sampling was used to fit the
remaining portion of the non-TMP-ligand to 1. The end result
was a superimposition of 1-15, aligned by their three-
dimensional similarity.

In the second stage, the colchicine site model was used to
refine the aligned conformations of 1-15. This stage is
structure-based. The limited molecular volume (10 Å × 10 Å
× 4-5 Å) and the electrostatic surface contours of the
colchicine site are severe constraints that limit the number of
possible conformations for 1-15, thus facilitating determina-
tion of their bioactive conformations. Using the Râ-tubulin:
DAMA-colchicine complex as a template, aligned conforma-
tions of 1-15 were individually positioned in the colchicine
site model. Although the binding modes of 1 and 2 have been
experimentally determined via X-ray crystallography, these
two compounds were also docked into our colchicine site model.
During the docking of 1-15 into the colchicine site, van der
Waals violations of 0.25 Å between tubulin and the CSI were
removed using manual adjustments and energy refinement.
The atoms of Râ-tubulin and GTP were fixed in Cartesian
space, and molecular mechanics energy minimization was
employed as described to find the nearest local minima of
1-15. The ligand:tubulin interactions were hydropathically
evaluated, and in instances where the hydropathic quality of
the intermolecular interactions was significantly below that
of the tubulin:DAMA-colchicine X-ray structure, iterative
cycles of manual adjustment and energy minimization were
performed. The end results were biochemically reasonable
binding models for 1-15. Consistent structural features and
recurring protein-ligand interactions were identified in the
binding models and were used to develop a structure-based
pharmacophore.

Constrained Molecular Dynamics. To investigate the
conformational behavior of the CSIs during docking, we used
constrained molecular dynamics to undock the CSIs from the
colchicine site in the binding models and reversed the resulting
trajectories to provide a model of the binding event. Since the
colchicine site is almost completely occluded in the binding
model, residues of R-tubulin were removed to allow the ligands
to exit the site during molecular dynamics simulations. A
methane molecule served as a constraining target and was
positioned ∼40 Å from the aperture of the colchicine site, which
is far enough away to not interfere with the exit of the ligand.
The methane molecule and â-tubulin were fixed in Cartesian
space. A distance constraint was created between the methane

bij ) siaisjajRij
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carbon atom and a heavy atom near the center of mass of the
ligand. During molecular dynamics simulations, annealing,
which entailed decreasing this distance constraint in 0.1 Å
increments until the final distance of 20 Å, was enforced. At
each 0.1 Å increment, molecular dynamics was performed for
600 fs with a time step of 0.2 fs at 300 K. Additionally, at each
0.1 Å increment, the coordinates were saved as a frame in the
trajectory. The end result of the simulation was the complete
undocking of the ligand from the colchicine site model.
Reversing the trajectory generated the binding event.

The individual frames of the trajectories were analyzed
using the HINT program. In a previous study,11 it was found
that the hydrophobic-polar (HP) term of HINT was the most
useful in determining biochemically unrealistic contacts during
docking. Accordingly, a trajectory frame function was devel-
oped in which the unfavorable HINT values for hydrophobic-
polar interactions for all atom pairs from each frame were
normalized within the trajectory using the maximum value
for the trajectory:

Results and Discussion
Representative Set. The large number and molec-

ular diversity of the CSIs is a major hurdle in the
investigation of a common pharmacophore. Accordingly,
in a preliminary study, we sought to establish if a
common pharmacophore could be elucidated from a
small set of CSIs (data not shown). To be useful, a
representative set of CSIs must canvass the same
chemical space as would any larger set of CSIs, and
additionally must have a molecular diversity that is
consistent with the topology and binding modes of any
larger set of CSIs. Figure 1 shows the CSIs (compounds
1-15) that we selected for our representative set. Since
the binding modes of 1 and 2 have been previously
determined by X-ray crystallography, these two com-
pounds are the logical first choices for our representative
set and provide a sound basis for elucidating the binding
mode of other CSIs. Relative to 1 and 2, compounds
3-15 were selected based on their molecular diversity
and the uniqueness of their binding modes. To begin,
candidate CSIs with distinct molecular scaffolds were
identified in the literature. An array of topological
descriptors (e.g., number of hydrogen bonding groups,

Figure 1. Two-dimensional structures of 1-15 with their common names given in parentheses. The red, pink, yellow, purple,
and blue spheres represent pharmacophoric points A1, A2, A3, D1, and H1, respectively. The cyan and green lines denote the
functional groups that comprise points H2 and R1, respectively. Points A1, A2, and A3 are hydrogen bond acceptors, D1 is a
hydrogen bond donor, H1 and H2 are hydrophobic centers, and R1 is a planar group.

log |∑i,j HP(i,j)frame

∑
i,j

HP(i,j)max |
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number of rotatable bonds, number of aromatic rings,
number of atoms between rings, distribution of polar
atoms within a molecule, etc.) were determined for the
different candidate CSIs. While multiple topological
parameters were used to select compounds 3-15, pa-
rameters that describe conformational flexibility clearly
delineate the molecular diversity of 1-15. The confor-
mational flexibility of a molecule can be assessed by the
number of rotatable bonds, the number of aromatic
rings, the number of double bonds, etc. Using these
criteria, it is evident that a representative set of 1-15
consists of fairly rigid molecules such as 12 that has
five rotatable bonds but exhibits conjugation between
its rotatable bonds as well as flexible molecules such
as compounds 13-15 that each have twelve rotatable
bonds. In addition to diverse topology, a critical deter-
minant in the selection of compounds 3-15 is the
uniqueness of their binding modes. Due to the lack of
empirical structural information on their binding modes,
we employed exhaustive molecular docking on the
candidate CSIs. The binding models of each CSI were
determined by the steric and electrostatic features of
the colchicine binding site and were used to assess the
relative uniqueness of each CSI’s binding mode. This
was achieved in several ways. For instance, we exam-
ined the contacts between the candidate CSI and the
tubulin structure within different distance ranges (see
the table in the Supporting Information for residues that
contact selected CSIs (compounds 1-15) within 4.5 Å).
Analyses of the binding models and the different
topological descriptors indicate that compounds 1-15
suitably represent the molecular diversity and chemical
space of the CSIs.

While structurally diverse, 1-15 fall into two general
categories. The first category of CSIs (prototypical CSIs)
is more structurally similar to colchicine. Compounds
in this group have three classic features: (1) a diaryl
system, (2) a trimethoxyphenyl (TMP) moiety, and (3)
a constrained conformation. The second group of CSIs
(atypical CSIs) lacks at least one of these features and
consequently is more structurally diverse than the
prototypical CSIs. Based on these definitions, 1-8 are
prototypical and 9-15 are atypical. This balance in our
set between prototypical and atypical CSIs was pur-
poseful, providing us with a structural basis defined by
the prototypical CSIs for exploring new chemical space
with the atypical CSIs.

The binding modes of DAMA-colchicine, a close struc-
tural analogue of 1, and 2 had previously been deter-
mined by X-ray crystallography6 and, accordingly, pro-
vided the foundation for our work. The binding models
of 1 and 2 presented here were energetically and
hydropathically refined and have essentially the same
conformation in the X-ray structures of DAMA-colchi-
cine and 2. Based on their structural similarity to 1,
the binding modes of 3-8 can be derived from docking
experiments that use their common TMP moiety as a
template. In fact, proposed binding modes for CSIs are
beginning to appear in the literature.12 In contrast, since
the molecular structures of 9-15 are markedly different
from 1, determining their bioactive conformations is not
as straightforward. For instance, while both 13 and 14
have TMP moieties that could be used to anchor their
superposition with 1, the two compounds also possess

12 rotatable bonds, 9 of which are outside of the TMP
moiety, giving both compounds large conformational
landscapes. As a result, after superimposing the TMP
moieties, completing the fit of 13 and 14 to 1 was
extraordinarily difficult. In fact, in a previous compu-
tational study,13 15, which is also characterized by 12
rotatable bonds, was found to have only a minimal
overlay with 1. This is inconsistent with expectations,
since both 1 and 15 bind tightly at the colchicine site,
and highlights the fact that the bioactive conformations
of highly flexible molecules, such as 13-15, are notori-
ously difficult to determine in silico.

Architecture of the Colchicine Site. In their X-ray
structures complexed with Râ-tubulin, DAMA-colchicine
and 2 were unambiguously located in the electron
density maps and found at the same site. The TMP
moieties of DAMA-colchicine and 2 occupy similar
Cartesian space and are buried in the â-tubulin struc-
ture near residue Cys â239. While the X-ray structure
of the Râ-tubulin:DAMA-colchicine complex was selected
for our study, similar results would have been obtained
with the Râ-tubulin:2 X-ray structure, since the two
structures have an rms deviation of only 0.6 Å.

Figures 2A and 2B show the molecular volume of the
colchicine site, which is illustrated as a surface render-
ing. The dimensions of the colchicine site are ∼10 Å ×
∼10 Å × 4-5 Å. The colchicine site is located mostly in
the â-subunit and is bordered in â-tubulin by helix 7,
which contains Cys â239, and helix 8. Although not as
extensively as â-tubulin, R-tubulin also forms crucial
interactions at the colchicine site, notably the loop
connecting sheet 5 and helix 5. The latter contains Thr
R177 and Val R179, both of which appear to form
hydrogen bonds to the CSIs. The molecular volume and
electrostatic properties of the colchicine site are severe
constraints on the conformations of the CSIs and, thus,
proved useful in elucidating the bioactive conformations
of 3-15.

Binding Models. Figures 2C and 2D show the
superimposed binding models of 1-15 in the colchicine
site. Despite their strikingly different structures, 1-15
in the conformations shown in Figure 2C and 2D occupy
similar Cartesian space in the colchicine site. As shown
in Figure 2C, the TMP moieties or bioisostere equiva-
lents are buried in the â-tubulin structure. Figure 2D
shows a side view of the superimposition. Since the
width of the colchicine site is only 4-5 Å, 1-15 are
tightly held in the colchicine site. Two planes bisect the
overlaid compounds and partition them into nearly-
equal halves. The two planes are labeled A and B, have
a tilt of ∼45°, and conform to the shape of the colchicine
site. Since the prototypical CSI is a diaryl molecule, it
is not unexpected that two planes characterized the
docked conformations. However, this work showed that
even among the CSIs that do not have the diaryl system,
such as 15, this biplanar architecture is conserved.

Figure 3 shows the individual binding models of
1-15. The frequency of hydrogen bonds between the
CSIs and tubulin are as follows: (1) in all 15 binding
models, the CSI is hydrogen bonded to the thiol group
of Cys â239; (2) in 11 of the 15 models, the CSI is
hydrogen bonded to the backbone nitrogen atom of Val
R179; (3) in eight binding models, molecular modeling
indicates that structured water molecules and/or con-
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formational changes in a loop structure would lead to
hydrogen bonds between the CSI and the locus of
hydrogen bond donors formed by the backbone nitrogen
atoms of Ala â248, Asp â249, and Leu â250; (4) in four
binding models, a hydrogen bond is formed between the
CSI and the backbone oxygen atom of Thr R177.

Common Pharmacophore. The binding models of
1-15 were used to construct a common pharmacophore
model. The consistent structural features and recurring
tubulin-ligand interactions were the basis for the
pharmacophoric points. We propose that the different
structural classes of CSIs can be linked by a seven-point
pharmacophore consisting of three hydrogen bond ac-
ceptors (A1, A2, and A3), one hydrogen bond donor (D1),
two hydrophobic centers (H1 and H2), and one planar
group (R1) (Figure 1). Three points A2, H2, and R1 are
common to 1-15, while H1 occurs in all except for 10.
This suggests that A2, H1, H2, and R1 are the essential
features for activity. Additionally, while 1-15 are
characterized by five to six points, none possesses all
seven, suggesting that appropriate chemical modifica-
tions of 1-15 would result in more potent analogues.
For instance, the binding affinity of 10, which is
characterized by six points, could be improved by
methylation at the 5-position of the pyridine ring. This
would provide the basis for point H1 and complete the
seven-point pharmacophore.

Figure 4A depicts the seven pharmacophore points
mapped onto the superimposition of 1-15 in the colchi-
cine site. Clustered in the interior of the overlay, points
H2 and R1, which are hydrophobic and planar groups,
respectively, serve as the rigid portion of the molecular
scaffold that satisfy the overall geometric and steric
requirements of binding, while points A1, A2, A3, D1,
and H1 form critical interactions with the protein and

convey specificity to the binding. Similar to the three-
dimensional structures of 1-15, the seven pharmaco-
phoric points can be partitioned among two planes
(Figure 4B). Points A1, D1, H1, and R1 lie in plane A,
and points A2, A3, and H2 lie in plane B. Relative to
one another, the two planes have a tilt of ∼45° and
match the shape of the colchicine site. Figure 4C shows
the calculated distances between the pharmacophoric
points. Points H2 and R1 that form the basis for the
diaryl system in most CSIs are separated by 5.1 Å to
7.4 Å, while the other points are 2.3 Å to 10.7 Å apart.
Figure 4D highlights the interaction of the pharma-
cophoric points with the tubulin structure. Hydrophobic
center H1 is wedged between the side chains of Val R179
and Met â257. While H1 is typically represented by a
methoxy carbon atom, H2 is often characterized by the
TMP moiety. Thus, H2 is a significantly larger hydro-
phobic center than H1 and would likely drive ligand
binding. Accompanying these hydrophobic contacts are
six potential hydrogen bonds: (1) A1 to the amide
nitrogen of Val R179 (A1-N distance of 3.3-4.6 Å), (2)
A2 to the sulfur atom of Cys â239 (A2-S distance of
3.2-4.2 Å), (3-5) A3 to the amide nitrogen atoms of Ala
â248, Asp â249, and Leu â250 (A3-N distance 3.9-6.4
Å), and (6) D1 to the carbonyl oxygen atom of Thr R177
(D1-O distance 3.0-4.9 Å). While the distance range
of point A3 to the locus of hydrogen bond donors formed
by the backbone nitrogen atoms of residues â248, â249,
and â250 is significantly greater than expected for
conventional hydrogen bonds, two factors suggest their
presence. First, residues â248, â249, and â250 belong
to the same loop structure, and conformational changes
in this loop may bring this locus of hydrogen bond
donors within hydrogen bonding distance of point A3.
Second, molecular modeling indicates that structured

Figure 2. The molecular volume of the colchicine site as depicted in the molecular model and its occupancy by 1-15. The peptide
backbones of the tubulin dimer are rendered in stick with the R- and â-subunits colored green and cyan, respectively. For clarity,
R-tubulin is not shown in B or D. (A) The volume of the colchicine site is highlighted by the orange grid lines. The colchicine site
is located in the â-subunit and is bordered in â-tubulin by helix 7, which contains Cys â239, and helix 8 (labeled H8), which is
denoted by a white solid line with the arrowhead at the amino terminus. Although not as extensive as with â-tubulin, R-tubulin
forms critical interactions at the colchicine site. In particular, the loop connecting sheet 5 and helix 5 (labeled B5-H5), which
contains Thr R177 and Val R179, appears to form hydrogen bonds to the CSIs. The colchicine site has dimensions of ∼10 Å × ∼10
Å × 4-5 Å. (B) Rotation of the view from A by 90° shows that the colchicine site has a narrow width of 4-5 Å. (C) The CSIs are
rendered in stick and their carbon atoms are colored light purple, nitrogen atoms blue, oxygen atoms red, and sulfur atoms
yellow. Hydrogen atoms are not shown. The binding models of 1-15 are overlaid in the colchicine site. The TMP moiety is buried
in the â-tubulin structure. (D) Rotation of the view from C reveals that the docked conformations of 1-15 are bisected by two
planes, which are separated by ∼45°.
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water molecules may mediate the interaction between
point A3 and this locus of hydrogen bond donors (data
not shown).

Binding Modes of Pharmacophoric Groups. Based
on their common pharmacophoric points, we were able
to classify 1-15 into seven groups (Table 1). By decon-
structing the molecular structures of 1-15 into their
common pharmacophoric features, these groups provide
a powerful means of relating experimental data among
the structurally different CSIs. Because only a sampling
of possible CSIs is discussed in this paper, some of the
groups contain a single compound. These single-
compound groups are probably not special cases, and
further studies should increase the number of com-
pounds they contain.

Group I (A1-A2-H1-H2-R1 Pharmacophore). The
A1-A2-H1-H2-R1 pharmacophore contains compounds
1, 3, 11, 13, and 15. The molecular diversity of this
group is apparent.

A variety of combretastatin-based analogues have
been found to be antimitotic.14-17 Using the binding
model of 3, it is possible to predict their bioactive
conformations. Although structurally similar to 3, phen-

statin 16 (Figure 5) is more potent as an inhibitor of
tubulin assembly.18 The IC50s for 3 and 16 are 1.0 µM
and 0.4 µM, respectively. To explain this difference in
activity, we constructed a binding model for 16, using
the model of 3 as a template (data not shown). The
resulting model indicated that 3 and 16 belong to
different pharmacophoric groups. A member of group
V (A1-A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 pharmacophore), 16 has an
additional hydrogen bond acceptor in point A3, and thus
it could hydrogen bond via its carbonyl oxygen to the
backbone N-H groups of residues â248-â249-â250. This
additional hydrogen bond would explain the greater
potency of 16 relative to 3.

Various chemical substitutions at the 2- and 17-
positions of 11 have been synthesized and evaluated for
antimitotic activity.19-23 A number of these analogues
were shown to have comparable or improved antimitotic
activity. Two of these are the 2-ethoxy congener 1719

and the 2-ethoxy-17-hydroxy-17-methyl congener 18
(Figure 5).23 Using the docked conformation of 11 as a
template, we constructed binding models for 17 and 18
(data not shown), and both are members of group I.
However, consistent with experimental results, the

Figure 3. Binding models of 1-15. The Râ-tubulin polypeptide backbones are rendered as brown ribbons. Residue side chains
at the colchicine site (Thr R177, Val R179, Cys â239, Ala â248, Asp â249, and Leu â250), and 1-15 are shown in stick with the
carbon atoms of tubulin colored white and the carbon atoms of the CSIs green. Nitrogen atoms are colored blue, oxygen atoms
red, and sulfur atoms yellow. White dashed lines indicate potential intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The compound number is at
the top left corner of each panel.
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binding model of 17 indicated that an ethyl group could
be accommodated in the colchicine site without signifi-
cant steric penalty. The added lipophilicity due to the
ethyl group may explain the increased potency of 17.
The binding model of 18 demonstrated that small
substitutions on opposite ends of the ligand can also be
sterically and hydropathically accommodated in the
colchicine site.

Compound 13 is a synthetic analogue of 15 that was
designed to have the characteristics of the prototypical
CSI.24 The stereochemistry of the bioactive form of 13
has not been established. On the basis of the binding
model of 13, we propose that the (R)-hydroxyl, cis-oxime
isomer is the more active form. In the (R)-isomer, the
hydroxyl oxygen is 3.1 Å away from the backbone N-H
group of Val R179 and is therefore likely hydrogen
bonded, whereas in the (S)-isomer it is 4.0 Å away,

further than expected for a typical hydrogen bond. In
addition, the cis geometry of the oxime group allows the
thiophene group of 13 to be overlaid with the tropone
group of 1, whereas the trans geometry places the
thiophene group at the aperture of the colchicine site.

Compound 15 has an unusual structure for a potent
CSI.25-28 Using the binding model of 15 as a template,
we docked a series of natural and synthetic analogues
of curacin A and determined that, in general, they

Figure 4. Mapping the pharmacophoric points. The pharmacophoric points are color coded as in Figure 1. The R- and â-tubulin
polypeptide backbones are rendered as brown ribbons. (A) The docked conformations of 1-15 are shown as white sticks. The
seven points of the pharmacophoric model are embedded in the overlay. (B) The seven points of the pharmacophoric model partition
into two planes. Plane A (cyan) consists of points A2, A3, and H2, and plane B (green) points A1, D1, H1 and R1. (C) Based on
the atom/centroid-atom/centroid distances of 1-15, the distances between the pharmacophoric points were calculated in Å. D)
Interactions between the pharmacophoric points and the tubulin structure. White dashed lines indicate potential intermolecular
interactions. There are several hydrophobic contacts: (1) H1 to the side chains of Val R179 and Met â257, and (2) H2 to the side
chains of Leu â255, Ala â316, Val â318 and Ile â378. Complementing these hydrophobic contacts are six potential hydrogen
bonds: (1) A1 to the backbone nitrogen of Val R179, (2) A2 to the sulfur atom of Cys â239, (3) A3 to the backbone nitrogen of Ala
â248, (4) A3 to the backbone nitrogen of Asp â249, (5) A3 to the backbone nitrogen of Leu â250, and (6) D1 to the backbone
oxygen of Thr R177.

Table 1

CSI points group

1 A1-A2-H1-H2-R1 I
2 A2-A3-D1-H1-H2-R1 II
3 A1-A2-H1-H2-R1 I
4 A1-A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 V
5 A2-D1-H1-H2-R1 IV
6 A1-A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 V
7 A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 III
8 A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 III
9 A1-A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 V
10 A1-A2-A3-D1-H1-R1 VI
11 A1-A2-H1-H2-R1 I
12 A1-A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 V
13 A1-A2-H1-H2-R1 I
14 A1-A2-D1-H1-H2-R1 VII
15 A1-A2-H1-H2-R1 I

Figure 5. Two-dimensional structures of 16-21.
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confirmed the binding mode of 15 proposed here. As an
example, we compared the binding models of 15 and 19
(data not shown). While their molecular structures differ
by only a single methyl group, 15 and 19 have signifi-
cantly different IC50 values against tubulin polymeri-
zation, i.e., 0.72 µM and 4.8 µM, respectively. What role
does this methyl group play? In the binding model of
15, this critical methyl group packs favorably against
a hydrophobic pocket formed by the side chains of Leu
â240, Leu â250, and Leu â253. Lacking this crucial
methyl group, 19 cannot fully exploit the hydrophobic
interior of the colchicine site and thus is a weaker
antimitotic agent. The intrinsic binding energy of a
methyl group in a drug-receptor interaction has been
calculated to be 0.8 kcal/mol, but the binding energy can
exceed this average value if the drug is sterically and
electronically optimized for the receptor.29 Accordingly,
this methyl group of 15 may provide critical stability
to ligand binding.

Group II (A2-A3-D1-H1-H2-R1 Pharmacophore).
The A2-A3-D1-H1-H2-R1 group currently contains only
2; however, its closely related congeners may belong to
this group.30

Group III (A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 Pharmacophore).
Compounds 7 and 8 comprise the A2-A3-H1-H2-R1
pharmacophore. The structure-activity data for a series
of 2-aroylindoles suggest that the TMP moiety of 7 is
not essential, but instead its activity depended upon
substitution at the 3-position. This substituent is typi-
cally a methoxy group31 (Figure 1). Compound 832 has
a similar molecular structure as 2, but belongs to a
different pharmacophoric group due to the absence of
an appropriately positioned hydrogen bond donor.

Group IV (A2-D1-H1-H2-R1 Pharmacophore).
Compound 5 is the only member of the A2-D1-H1-
H2-R1 pharmacophore group. De Martino et al. recently
proposed a binding model for 5 using the X-ray structure
of the tubulin:DAMA-colchicine complex as a template.12

We generated nearly the same binding model via an
independent approach. In the two binding models, the
TMP moieties of 1 and 5 adopt similar orientations near
Cys â239 in the colchicine site.

Group V (A1-A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 Pharmacophore).
The A1-A2-A3-H1-H2-R1 pharmacophore contains com-
pounds 4, 6, 9, and 12. Although 4 is not a tricyclic
system, the trans geometry of its ethenyl group gives
4 a similar conformation to that of the tricyclic com-
pound 6.

The binding model of 9 is consistent with the struc-
ture-activity data reported by Shih et al. for a series
of indanone derivatives.33 Additionally, the binding
model may explain indanocine resistance in human
leukemia. Recent biochemical and genetic analysis
indicate that a single point mutation of Lys â350 to Asn
on tubulin has a pronounced effect on indanocine
toxicity.34 In the binding model, the phenolic methyl
group of 9 is 3.6 Å away from the C-γ atom of Lys
â350 and forms a favorable hydrophobic contact. The
point mutation of Lys â350 to Asn resulted in an
unfavorable hydrophobic-polar contact between the
methyl group of 9 and the side chain amide. This
unfavorable interaction may explain the inability of 9
to bind to and inhibit assembly of tubulin containing
the Lys350Asn mutant.

A series of nocodazole-like molecules were synthesized
and evaluated for tubulin binding.35 Nocodazole 1236 has
a closely related structure in mebendazole 2037 (Figure
5). Docking studies of 12 and 20 suggest that the proton‚
‚‚π (arene) interaction contributes to their binding
affinity. The π-clouds of the thiophene and phenyl rings
can function as hydrogen bond acceptors and form a
weak hydrogen bond when paired with a hydrogen bond
donor such as the thiol group of Cys â239.

Group VI (A1-A2-A3-D1-H1-R1 Pharmaco-
phore). At this time, compound 10 is the only com-
pound in the A1-A2-A3-D1-H1-R1 pharmacophore. Sul-
fonamides have historically been of interest in drug
development, and 10 has entered clinical trials as an
orally active tubulin polymerization inhibitor.38 Derived
from the same drug lead as 10, sulfonamide 21 was also
shown to have antimitotic activity39 (Figure 5). Docking
studies of 21 using the binding model of 10 as template
indicated that 21 belongs to group V. Compared to 10,
21 has an additional hydrophobic center H1 in its
chlorine atom, but it is missing hydrogen bond acceptor
A1 and donor D1.

Group VII (A1-A2-D1-H1-H2-R1 Pharmaco-
phore). Compound 1440 is the only member of A1-A2-
D1-H1-H2-R1 pharmacophore group. The binding model
of 14 indicated that the more active configuration is the
(R)-hydroxyl, cis-ethenyl isomer. As noted above, com-
pounds 13 and 14 belong to different pharmacophoric
groups. While the hydroxyl functionality of 14 is am-
phipathic and could simultaneously function as a hy-
drogen bond acceptor and donor, in this instance, it is
only a hydrogen bond donor, and paired with the
backbone oxygen of Thr R177.

Pathway to the Colchicine Site. Using constrained
molecular dynamics simulations, we undocked the CSIs
from their binding models. The resulting trajectories
were reversed to produce models of the binding event.
The dynamic behaviors of the ligands in the simulations
were examined to provide structural insights into their
inhibitory properties that may not be apparent from
their occupancy of the colchicine site. Here we present
results of one such study on 13 and its congener 2224

(Figure 6A).
Experimental results indicate that 13 and 22 have

significantly different abilities to inhibit colchicine bind-
ing, 13 inhibits 48% while 22 is essentially inactive,
despite the two compounds displaying similar occupancy
of the colchicine site (Figure 6B). Given that inhibition
of colchicine binding is the result of 13 or 22 occupying
the colchicine site, we studied the docking trajectories
of 13 and 22 to explain their difference in activity. Fig-
ure 6C shows a plot of normalized unfavorable hydro-
phobic-polar values against time for 13 and 22. During
the simulation, the hydrophobic-polar interactions of
13 remained largely the same, indicating that there are
few hindrances in its approach to the colchicine site. In
contrast, the unfavorable hydrophobic-polar interaction
of 22 spiked dramatically at 170 ps, the time in the
simulation at which 22 approached the colchicine site.
The unfavorable hydrophobic-polar value continued to
rise for 22 until the 300 ps mark, at which point there
was a steady decline in the hydrophobic-polar value.
In the final docked conformation, 22 had approximately
the same overall hydrophobic-polar score as 13, a result
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that is consistent with the similar predicted binding
modes of the two compounds in the colchicine site.

A detailed analysis of the hydrophobic-polar values
revealed that a specific interaction may be responsible

for the spike in the unfavorable hydrophobic-polar
score of 22, specifically, the intramolecular interaction
between the hydroxyl and cyclopropyl groups of 22. The
distance between the hydroxyl oxygen atom and the
neighboring cyclopropyl C-3 carbon atom of 22 dropped
dramatically at 170 ps, and between 200 ps to 400 ps,
it was consistently <3.25 Å, which is the sum of the van
der Waals radii of the carbon and oxygen atoms. At 450
ps, as 22 approaches its final docked position, this
distance increased to >5 Å. The total energy of the
conformation at 300 ps is ∼50 kcal/mol greater than that
of the conformation at the nearest local minima. This
energy difference confirms the unfavorable nature of the
hydroxyl-cyclopropyl interaction.

By combining constrained molecular dynamics and
hydropathic analyses, we present a new paradigm for
investigating ligand binding. We are currently studying
the binding events of other colchicine site inhibitors and
their inactive congeners to provide a structural rationale
for differences in activity. While a powerful tool, this
combination of simulation and hydropathic analyses
does have its limitations. For instance, it is not possible
to determine the rates of association and dissociation
between ligand and protein, since the factors that
contribute to the on- and off-rates cannot be reasonably
simulated.

Conclusion

We employed docking studies to construct biochemi-
cally reasonable binding models for a set of structurally
diverse CSIs. A common pharmacophore model that
links the multiple structural classes of CSIs was derived
from these binding models, and it delineates the es-
sential structural and functional features for inhibition.
While the pharmacophore consists of seven points (three
hydrogen bond acceptors, one hydrogen bond donor, two
hydrophobic centers, and one planar group), none of the
CSIs studied here was characterized by all seven
pharmacophoric points. This suggests that the binding
affinity of each chemotype can be improved by appropri-
ate chemical modifications. In this way, the binding
models and pharmacophore may provide useful insights
for rational structure-based drug design.
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